
W E E K L Y  L E A R N I N G
A C T I V I T I E S

One of our IB units this year focused on leaders. We learned how ordinary people did extraordinary things! It’s
more important than ever to be the best leaders we can be in order to stamp out racism. Please watch the videos
here and here to better understand what racism is and how we are all human beings and should be celebrating our
uniqueness. Create a poster quilt titled END RACISM. You will need one large piece of poster board and different
coloured papers. On each paper  include empowering messages ex. BE KIND; BE ACCEPTING; BE A GOOD FRIEND
etc. Glue all your pieces of paper onto the poster board. Quilts have different patterns/designs so you could also
create a colour pattern or design (a heart shape), with the different coloured messages.Sign your name showing
your commitment to ending racism. Display your quilt in your window. Thank you for all your hard work online and
for being an awesome Clearpoint student! Keep sharing positivity. �
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La phrase positive et négative. La vidéo ce trouve ici
Exercices ici et ici
Escales : Unité 31 ici

This is the last lesson in the math workbook. Equivalent expressions are 2 or
more expressions that have the same result. Many students have a difficult time
understanding the true meaning of the equal sign.  
Complete pages 87 - 93. 
The review section on pages 104-124 can be done in August before starting grade
4. This will help students to recall some of the past concepts. If the pages have
been completed already please review them in August.
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week of june 22nd  

https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/06/06/elmo-louie-protests-racism-sesame-street-cnn-town-hall-vpx.cnn
https://youtu.be/6lwqwTezNp8
https://www.iplusinteractif.com/books/3/467/files/1389
https://iplusinteractif.com/ai-primaire/withFeedback/378_F2_T5_D28_1_positive-negative-ile-pelle_AR/Activity/index.html
https://www.iplusinteractif.com/storage/assets-prod/book_files/467/B-12_act_supp_phrase_positive_negative_fiche_5-10_1573757831.pdf
https://monlab-docs.s3.amazonaws.com/ps_temporaire/escales_3_corrige.pdf
https://squat.telequebec.tv/jeux/6



